Given that ]T)a(»), X)&(») converge to A, B respectively, it is natural to ask if 22c<») possesses the Cauchy-product property, that is, if it converges and to the sum C=AB; and if this is not always true, under
what further conditions it will be true. It is the purpose of this note to give an answer to this question. All convergence is to be in the sense of Pringsheim (except in the concluding remark).
For simply-infinite series (hence also for multiple series) mere convergence of the series^a<t), X&(») is known to be insufficient to insure that^C(t) will converge to the right sum. A theorem of Mertens states however that if both given series converge, one of them absolutely, then the Cauchy-product property holds.
Like a number of other properties of simple series, the Mertens theorem does not go over unrestrictedly to multiple series that are Pringsheim convergent. We shall show this by an example, after which we shall find suitable restrictions that will restore the Cauchyproduct property.
Example. Let^a,-,-, X)^z be the following double series :^a^-is the absolutely convergent series whose first column has the elements 
Relation (3) shows that R% Q does not have a limit as p, q-» oo ; so series X^»'J does not even converge.
Let {Rty} denote the set of rectangular partial sums for the convergent series XX»)
The boundedness of this set is what we need to validate the Cauchyproduct property. This is shown by the theorems that follow. For convenience in notation we give the proof for double series (k = 2), and it will be seen to carry over to the general case of fe-tuple series. Define A', M by (6) A' -£|<K,| (*\i = 0, 1, ...),
Let €>0 be given. There exist indices a, b such that for all t^a } w}>b,
and also such that = 2LJ a P qRt-Pt w-q (0 g p S t, 0 g q â w) ; and this last sum can be split into two :
where Z' is summed over the set (O^p^a, 0rgg:g&), andZ" over (0Sp^t t 0^q^w) with the additional restriction that in every term either p>a or q>b. From (7) and (9), |£"| ^Me, so (12) Let X pg be defined by (13) then indices Ui, Vi exist so that (14) JRL -JÏ\£Me
(^ à «1, g è »l).
Rtw -]C' = **« ~~ ^afc + X) Upq^t-p.w-q (0^^0,00^4);
Hence if ^w = a+Wi, W^Î> = &+Z>I, then
JRfw ~" ^ =::
so from (12),
Combining this with (8) we obtain
so series X^*; converges to C -AB, as was to be shown. It may be asked if the condition of boundedness of the set {./?$)} is the mildest that will achieve the desired purpose. That this is in a sense so is shown by the following theorem. We first give the proof for k = 2, after which we shall outline the corresponding proof in the general fe-tuple case. For a given €>0, indices (p, q) exist so that |J5 -R%\ <e for all i>p,j>q.
Hence, since {R*} 
The integer r is maximal, that is, no larger integer has property (i).
In consequence of (ii), we can assert that it is possible to choose an infinite sequence of sets i r +i, • • • , ik : We conclude with a remark on a-convergent series. 1 The property of being cr-convergent carries with it the boundedness of the set of all a-sums (which sums correspond to the rectangular sums for Pringsheim convergence), and following the method of Theorem 1 the "Mertens theorem" can be established: 
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